










FLM Mini Conference - Mini as a max of 10 people

ACEM APPROVED ACTIVITY for 15 CPD hours

RNZCUC ENDORSED ACTIVITY



What is it all about 
We provide a bespoke mini-medical conference asking and discussing the bigger questions for 
front line senior medics - Urgent Care, Emergency Medicine and Rural Hospital Medicine. We 
address topics like our personal wellness, how we fit into a changing and developing medical 
world, how we wish to see it evolve, our ideas, concerns, and expectations as front line medics, 
critical decision making, and shared reflection. We have a focus on peer review and short-form 
presentations with open discussion rather than long didactic lectures. We have no medically 
related sponsors. We value the fact we are more than doctors and we create an environment to 
learn and share in that reflects this! It happens we like mountains and the NZ backcountry and 
this is a great environment to develop a sense of community whilst educating each other. 


We have a unique opportunity to team up with Adventure Consultants in Wanaka using their Geo 
Dome camp in the McKerrow Range and have support in the NZ Backcountry with their Guides 
during the conference. All photos related to Geo Dome Camp are courtesy of Adventure 
Consultants.






Conference overview/programme 15th - 21st August 2021 

(Subject to change)


Day 1 (Wanaka)

Arrive/weather window  
Personal day (this day will follow day 2 schedule if weather indicates we have to depart a day early)


Day 2 (Wanaka)

Days topic - More than a Doctor 
Welcome and registration day, arrive in Wanaka for 3pm

Registration 3:30pm at Adventure Consultants office

Evening Presentations x3/discussion (2 hrs) 530pm - 730pm


Day 3  (Wanaka to Geo Dome Camp McKerrow Range)

Days topic - Case-based discussions 
Transfer to Geo Dome Camp 745am

930am to 430pm Personal time including risk management sessions whilst exploring the local area with 
guides with time for lunch - weather dependent

Structured peer review (1hr) 3pm - 4pm

Presentations x3/discussion (2hrs) evening 5pm - 7pm


Day 4 (Geo Dome Camp)

Days topic - pre-hospital/critical decision making 
Structured peer review (1hr) morning 7am - 830am

930am to 430pm Personal time including risk management sessions whilst exploring the local area with 
guides with time for lunch - weather dependent 

Presentations x3/discussion (2hrs) evening 5pm - 7pm


Day 5 (Geo Dome Camp)

Days topic - The future of acute medical care 
Structured peer review (1hr) morning 7am - 830am

930am to 430pm personal time including risk management sessions whilst exploring the local area with 
guides with time for lunch - weather dependent 

Presentations x3/discussion (2hrs) evening 5pm - 7pm


Day 6 (Geo Dome Camp McKerrow Range to Wanaka)

Days topic - Risk and resilience 
Structured peer review (1hr) morning 7 - 830am

930am to 3pm personal time including risk management sessions whilst exploring the local area with 
guides - weather dependent

Return to Wanaka 330 pm

Final presentations x3/discussion (2hrs) evening 5pm - 7pm

Conference dinner and reflections location TBA 8pm to 930pm

Conference closed


Day 7 (Wanaka)

Personal day/weather window 
(this day will follow day 6 schedule if weather indicates we have to arrive a day later at Geo Dome camp




Key learning objectives 

- Update on current practices utilising case based presentation and discussion to achieve 
this. All cases discussed will be relevant to Emergency Medicine and Urgent Care, topics 
such as but not limited to acute medical presentations, acute paediatric presentations and 
acute trauma presentations.


- Develop skills to deal with pre hospital emergency situations and improve critical 
decision making.


- Develop strategies and tools for maintaining resilience and managing risk in a acute front 
line medical work place.


- Develop a better understanding of what being an SMO means in an Emergency 
Medicine/Urgent Care setting whilst considering and formulating ideas about the future of 
Urgent Care practice and what that will mean for doctors, patients and facilities.


- Develop and improve presentation skills utilising short form presentations techniques.


Key Questions for Participants to consider during the conference: 


What is new in your practice? 


How do we alter our practice according to different resource environments?  


How can we modify urban ED practice to suit a pre-hospital, rural hospital or GP setting?


How can we maximise co-ordination and collaboration in different sized teams? 


How will technology and teamwork enable fast and accurate communication in the future?


What defines our unique identity as an SMO in these areas of medicine? 


How will changing practice affect team dynamics and resources? 


What are our responsibilities beyond direct patient management?


What can we learn from each other? 


How do we remain consciously competent as medical practice evolves? 


How can we use educational technologies to maximise our impact?


What defines a good decision? 


What are the issues with prospective and retrospective thinking?


Should SMOs lead or follow? 


What are our responsibilities to the inter-professional and inter-disciplinary team? 


What is your implicit bias? 


As new technologies evolve who will be vulnerable to inequity and how can we mitigate this?


How can we respond as individuals to the challenging experiences we encounter in a dynamic 
Wand stressful work environment and how we can also support others with these challenges?







What is include 
- Food, accommodation, staff whilst at Geo Dome camp 

- Transfer to and from Geo Dome camp

- All conference sessions

- Avalanche rescue equipment (transceiver, shovel and probe)


Note Geo Dome camp is bunk accommodation in shared dorm tent with wooden floor


 
What is not included 
All other associated costs

For example

- Alcohol 

- Food & drink when not at Geo Dome camp including final conference dinner which will be held 

at a local Wanaka Restaurant.

- Accommodation when not staying at the Geo Dome camp (we can help with recommendations)

- Transport other than transfer to and from the Geo Dome camp

- Equipment for snow travel, clothing etc

- You need to bring a sleeping bag or you can rent one from Adventure Consultants


Cost and Payment 

Cost $3500 NZD per person ( TBC May 2021 based on annual variation in Geo Dome camp cost)


Deposit $1000 NZD on Booking - To Book email us at medicineourway@gmail.com


Full Payment due on June 1st 2021


Cancellation & Refund Policy


An attendee may cancel their participation on the following basis:


• Cancellations prior to full payment date June 1st 2021 incurs a NZ$500 cancellation fee.

• For cancellations made after full payment date June 1st 2021 we reserve the right to retain 

up to 50% off the full fee.

• For cancellations made within 30 days of the conference commencement date we reserve 

the right to retain 75% of the full fee.

• For cancellations within 15 days of the conference date a cancellation fee of 100% of the 

full fee applies.




Additional information 

All in attendance present during the the conference, the aim is for peer education. The format is 
short presentations to stimulate group discussion. Peer review, presentations and discussions are 
orientated around the daily topic. On booking you will receive a full info pack including topics to 
select from to present on.


Daily risk management sessions are based around outdoor winter activities focusing on group 
analysis of risk and group reflection on how these decision making processes also apply to and 
can improve our working environment. These activities involve snow travel in an alpine 
environment. Ski touring or backcountry snowboarding (split board) equipment is recommended 
and the ability to ski/snowboard to an intermediate level off-piste. If you are unsure about your 
level/ability/equipment to participate please get in touch.


This is a remote environment and you will be without mobile phone reception for the period of 
time at the Geo Dome Camp ( We personally think this is awesome). Satellite phones are available 
at a cost per minute provided by Adventure Consultants. Your electronic equipment can be 
charged by solar USB however a power bank and full charge for your device prior are wise. When 
considering your presentations we will be in touch with how to consider delivering your short talk 
given this situation.


Weather window days have been scheduled as per programme. This may obviously have an 
impact on accommodation and schedule should we need to utilise them however this is only 
reserved for extreme weather conditions that would mean travel to or from the Geo Dome camp 
was unsafe. We cannot unfortunately predict the weather though we wish we could. These days in 
all other circumstances would be personal days to explore Wanaka.


All attendees will receive a certificate of attendance and will be given the opportunity to complete 
feedback forms.


For further information, booking, or special requirements such as dietary please contact us at 
medicineourway@gmail.com

You can find a full set of information about the Geo Dome Camp, its facilities, the area and 
equipment you will need via the Adventure Consultants web page click here Geo Dome Camp   

mailto:medicineourway@gmail.com
https://www.adventureconsultants.com/skiing/new-zealand-guided-ski-touring/first-tracks-alpine-heli-camp/

